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he war was going well. City after city had fallen
before my advancing army. Although I had been
forced to commit nearly all my military units, I
was now within striking distance of the enemy
capital. Suddenly, disaster! A transport ship had
sneaked past my naval blockade and was unloading a division
of tanks onto the shore beside my own capital. The city was far
from the front, and I had thought it safe, but now I watched
in horror as the enemy easily overpowered my troops and
occupied the metropolis, plunging my nation into chaos.
I had just been outwitted by an artificial intelligence (AI).
The video game in which this AI was embedded was Civilization III [see screenshot, opposite page]. The creation of
Firaxis Games (Hunt Valley, Md.), Civilization III sets the
player and various computer opponents to fighting military,
economic, and cultural battles across a randomly generated set

of continents and oceans. While game AIs are most visible
when they take on the role of an opponent to a human player,
they can also be used to work in the game’s background, making sure the digital environment runs smoothly, and even on
the player’s behalf in roles like tutors or wingmen.
An increasing number of other games are taking advantage
of changes in computer architecture and the growth in processing power to become smarter than ever before. Although most of
these games use relatively unsubtle AI techniques, a few pioneers
are even showing the academic AI community a trick or two.
While AI originated in the laboratory, it has now been coopted by designers of video games, and work is under way on
increasing the learning powers of a video game’s cast of char-
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acters and refining their social interactions with one another and
with human players, too. At this point, even cinematographers
and the military are showing interest in possible applications.
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Video games are big business. In 2001, U.S. sales of 225 million units generated US $6.35 billion, according to Interactive
Digital Software Association (IDSA, Washington, D.C.), a
trade organization for the industry.
Traditionally, the heaviest emphasis in creating a video game
has been on strong visual images, not least to entice people looking at screenshots in a magazine review or on a product box.
Ultimately, this emphasis on the visual advanced not just the
software used by the games, but the hardware available as well
[see “The Wizardry of Id,” IEEE Spectrum, August, pp. 42–47].
Now, though, as realistic and detailed three-dimensional
graphics become commonplace, “you’ve got to
find something else to make your game stand
out,” explains Steven M. Woodcock. The editor
of GameAI.com, a Web site devoted to the small
but growing game AI community, Woodcock
noticed a growing interest in building better
game AI in the mid-1990s, when talks on the
subject started drawing packed crowds at the
industry’s premiere gathering, the annual
Game Developers Conference (GDC). By 1998
developers “were trying just everything they
could think of…there was a lot of touting that
this AI is going to be the last AI you’ll ever play,”
says Woodcock. “That didn’t work out.”
At the time PCs and video game consoles
still lacked the computational horsepower to
deliver on the promise of AI. In addition many
techniques in vogue, such as neural networks,
were ill chosen or misapplied by game programmers. “Most game programmers…don’t MANAGING A CIVILIZATION. Screen of the strategy game Civilization III allows the
know how to take techniques from academic AI player to manage a city’s food supply, industrial production, luxuries, and aspects of comresearch and make them work in a practical merce. Or the player can hand off management chores to an AI-based “city governor.”
way,” says Steve Rabin, editor of the book, AI
Currently the mood of the game industry is pragmatic.
Game Programming Wisdom. “Typically, academic work goes into
games only when someone with a master’s or a Ph.D. moves to Rather than rush to new technologies at the 2002 Game Developers Conference, “developers were mostly focused on digesta game company and brings their experience with them.”
Fortunately, most graphics processing had by then moved ing what they had,” Woodcock told Spectrum. Two tried and
onto dedicated graphics cards, and CPU resources and mem- true technologies dominate game AI today: finite-state
ory—already increasing dramatically, thanks to Moore’s law— machines and scripting.
were being freed up for computationally intensive and hitherto
Finite intelligence
impractical tasks, such as better AI.
Non-player characters (NPCs), or agents, such as monsters, enemy
Quite a difference
guards, or friendly wingmen, can be controlled by a finite-state
Game and academic AI development are different, agrees machine. In this AI model, a limited number of behaviors, or
Soren Johnson, who works at Firaxis and was responsible for states, are pre-defined by the game designer. The actual state that
the AI in Civilization III. In games “it’s like this big loop: the NPC is in is made to switch with seeming intelligence, dependbuild a little bit of AI, see how it does, make it better, see how ing on criteria also pre-defined by the designer. These could
it does, continually and continually testing,” he says, “whereas include such things as whether the NPC can see the player or how
in the academic community, there is no real reason to do any much ammunition it has left. To add an element of unpresort of iterative process. The important thing there is that dictability to NPCs, many designers incorporate fuzzy logic or ranyour AI is as close as possible to the model that you’re trying dom weighting into the decision-making process.
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Substance over style?

to study.” Academic AIs have a related advantage over their
game cousins—they do not have to be shipped on time as an
integrated component of a polished product.
“The hardest thing in game AI is just making sure that the
game never looks dumb. You’d be better off having an AI that
was just above average all the time, rather than one that was brilliant 98 percent of the time and stupid 2 percent of the time,”
points out editor Rabin. Neural networks and genetic algorithms might seem to be useful (the former attempts to model
how neurons behave in the brain, and the latter uses digital evolution and selection to develop a solution to a problem by trial
and error). But when “something misbehaves with one of these
technologies, it’s not easy to fix. You can’t exclude the one thing
that’s broken without destroying all of the other beautiful things
in there. It’s all or nothing, which is a very difficult situation
when deadlines approach,” he concludes.
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Consider a simple finite-state machine for a hostile, sword-carrying monster guard [see illustration, below]. The monster begins
in the Wait state, in 100 percent health, and stays put until the
player comes into view. It then enters a Charge state and charges
toward the player, until it’s within striking range, when Charge
changes to Attack and the monster tries to kill the player with its
sword. If it succeeds, it will perform a Victory Dance. Game over.
If at any time the player’s counterattack reduces the monster’s health to less than 20 percent, the monster will shift to
a Flee state and run away from the player. Flee lasts until
either the monster is dead or it can no longer see the player,
at which point it shifts back into the Wait state.
Scripting is a technique in which the control of game
events and NPCs is not hard coded into the game, but defined
using a high-level language. Scripting allows game designers—who set the overall goals and playing methods of the
game—to work semi-independently of the programmers, who
work on the nuts and bolts implementation of the games,
shortening the development process.
To allow scripting, the game engine, which maintains and
updates the data structure that defines the game environment,
usually has an interface that understands a collection of primitive commands and queries that change the position of an
NPC, use one kind of animation or another, determine what
key the player is pressing, and so on. Feeding the engine different scripts produces different behaviors. In this way, a game
company can even use the same game engine to produce two
completely different games by designing different scripts.
Scripts can vary widely. As the name implies, they can be a
fixed, linear sequence of actions and are often used as such to
direct so-called cut scenes, where some piece of exposition is presented to the player—for example, having a wizard NPC explain
what a magic item does. Or they can be complex programs in
themselves, even implementing finite-state machines or more
exotic types of AI.
Scripts can be written in a special-purpose language created for a specific game,
Wait
or in standard general-purpose languages
such as Perl or Java. For the sake of efficiency, the high-level script is not interpreted while the game is running.
Instead, the script is pre-compiled into a
stream of low-level codes corresponding
to the various primitive commands understood by the game engine.
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“It’s OK to cheat, so long as the player never knows you’re
cheating, or you tell them up front that the game cheats in
order to be a worthwhile opponent,” says Rabin. Woodcock
agrees: if you don’t tell them and then they “figure out that it
cheats, it really frustrates the players and makes them mad. You
see it in letters to the editor of the game magazines.”
Also unlike academic AIs, which are built with a view to coping with the real world’s messy lack of clues, game AIs operate in the much neater and simpler realm of the game designers’ creation. Clues and commands can be built into these
worlds. Imagine the problem of moving a patrolling guard
through a number of rooms in a castle. The designer can sidestep the problem of teaching the guard how to work out the best
path between rooms by simply drawing an invisible track for
the guard to follow through the castle.
The ability to cross the traditional division between an AI and
its environment allowed Will Wright at Maxis, a division of Electronic Arts Inc. (Redwood City, Calif.), to turn the concept of an
AI inside out. In Wright’s game, The Sims [see screenshot, next
page], one of the most popular of all time, players run a modern
version of an ant farm by overseeing the lives of a number of
autonomous simulated people known as Sims. The players can
build houses for their Sims and fill them with objects such as television sets and pets to keep them occupied. New objects can be
created and shared over the Internet. “You download a beach
ball and your Sims will start playing with it,” says Woodcock.
But the intelligence to interact with any of these objects is not
built into the Sims themselves. Rather, they are equipped with
a few basic needs, for food, say, or entertainment. Objects within
the game advertise their ability to satisfy some of these needs to
any Sims who wander nearby. Wright calls it “smart terrain. A
Sim is looking around for fun and spots the beach ball…and all
the instructions about how to bounce the ball are there as part
of the ball’s code,” he continues.

Charge
Health > 20 percent
and player no longer in view
Health > 20 percent
and player in view

If you can’t beat ’em, cheat ’em
Game AIs also have two big advantages
over their academic counterparts—they
can cheat, and they can get a lot of help
from the world they find themselves in.
AIs cheat by having some of the constraints the player must face removed
from them. To build a tank in a military
strategy game, for instance, the computer may need to gather only half as
many resources as the player.
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Health < 20 percent
and player in view

Player no longer
in view
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Well done is more fun
It is strategy and open-ended games like The Sims, where game
play soon goes beyond any developer’s capacity to pre-program
situations, that have the greatest need for advanced AI technologies. “Open-ended games are becoming fashionable
because they’re just more fun,” says Richard Evans of Lionhead Studios (Guildford, UK). “Instead of restricting you to a
linear path, they just simulate a world and enable you to emerge
with whatever behavior you want.” Evans notes that “people
[publish on the Internet] the little stories they’ve experienced in
these games because they’re unique.” Lionhead Studios is best
known for its AI-based game Black and White, in which the
player takes on the role of either a vengeful or benevolent god
watching over its followers and competing with rival deities for
complete control [see screenshot, next page].
Two other genres stand to benefit from improved game AI:
the increasingly popular massively multiplayer role-playing
games (MMRPGs) and so-called first-person shooters. In the
first, players take on the personas of adventurers in a persistent
Internet world (meaning one that exists independently of the
players’ presence or absence). The first-person shooters typically
pit players against each other in kill-or-be-killed shootouts.
Woodcock explains why a world filled with human players
would benefit from better AI. “Everyone wants to be the hero, the
Captain Kirk character. No one wants to be the guy in the red
shirt who’s killed right away….That means you need supporting
characters.” A current MMRPG likeUltima Online does supply
supporting characters such as shopkeepers for its medieval fantasy world, but the presence of human-controlled (albeit graphically identical) characters side by side with the AI-based supporting cast makes the limited AI of those agents conspicuous.
Dealing with the agents is a “jarring experience…so the human
players congregate together and ignore all the hard work the
developers did to make a believable village,” says Woodcock.

the lives of simple artificial people who can interact with others and
objects in their environment in unexpected ways.

Adaptive technologies, such as neural networks, which
learn from experience, may after all play a role here. They
will allow agents to respond to players and accommodate
changes in their behavior without the need for the MMRPG’s
designer to explicitly program every possibility into the agent.
First-person shooter games such as Duke Nukem 3D and
Quake had their beginnings as single-player games, but soon
latched onto the appeal of multiplayer gaming. “There was a
phase where developers were going, ‘Hah, we don’t need a
good AI because players are going to play with other people,’”
says Woodcock.
They were wrong. Players often can’t get a fast enough
Internet connection to compete, and even when they can, “people want a good single-player experience to practice before they
go on-line because they feel stupid when they get their butt
kicked by a 12-year-old in Ohio,” laughs Michael Zarozinski.

Victory Dance

Attack
Health > 20 percent
and player in range

Flee

A 21ST CENTURY ANT FARM: In The Sims, players oversee

Player is dead

Health < 20 percent
and player in view

State of Play
In this example of AI technology, a finite-state machine
endows a monster guard with a number of states [in red]
predefined by the game designer. During the game, the
monster will shift from state to state, depending on such
external factors as proximity to the player’s character or
internal factors such as whether the monster is hurt.
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There has also been interest from the military in using it
in training simulations. “We have serious enquiries from the
U.S. Marine Corps,” says Kruszewki [see “Games Soldiers
Play,” Spectrum, March 2002, pp. 32–37].

Better, smarter, faster

The next big challenge for game AI may be getting a game’s cast
of characters better at learning and social interaction. Here,
Building the pipeline
Richard Evans at Lionhead Studios is leading the charge. LionMiddleware “hides all the ugly nasty little details” of imple- head’s Black and White god game broke new ground by giving the
menting an AI, explains Zarozinski. Developers “can have player an in-game representative, a Creature. The player’s CreaSpark! running alongside the game…and tweak the rules in ture acts autonomously, but it can be trained by a system of punreal time and see the impact of the changes without having to ishments and rewards. Most notably, it watches the player’s
stop and recompile,” as they would with an AI built directly into actions and attempts to divine the intent behind them, a techthe game. For example, the precise noise threshold that acti- nique called empathic learning. Suppose you throw fireballs
against another tribe’s village;
vates a guard’s attack pattern
then the Creature will guess that
can be tuned so that a player
you don’t like foreign tribes and
can open a door and creep up
spontaneously try to trample
on the guard without alertforeigners. Later it can be taught
ing it, whereas firing a weapon
the difference between hostile
nearby will give the player
and friendly foreigners and to
away. Middleware allows the
trample only the former. Rabin
developer to do this tuning
notes that he’s seen recent acawithout having to reprogram
demic presentations on AI
the AI directly.
learning that have only “a fracOne of Zarozinski’s bigtion of what Richard’s done with
gest challenges in selling his
middleware has not been
Black and White.”
technical, but psychological.
For a project code-named
“There is a huge not-inventedDmitri, Evans is now focused
here syndrome in the game HOUSETRAINING: ln Black and White, the player plays a god. on improving the ability of AI
industry. People do not want The game features an autonomous AI-based Creature that can be to interact socially. Agents’
to buy middleware, they want trained to act on the player’s behalf.
behavior will be controlled by
to write it themselves,” he told
their membership in overlapping
social
groups.
Each
group
will have its own set of needs
Spectrum. In the last couple of years, though, the situation has
improved, thanks to the example of commercially available third- and attitudes toward other groups. Its members reduce
party graphics middleware such as the Quake or Unreal engines. demands on memory and processing power by sharing inforStill, there are those who are skeptical that generic AI mid- mation among themselves, and because they belong to muldleware will become ubiquitous. “It’s a noble pursuit,” says tiple groups to varying degrees, the agents are individualized.
Rabin, but “AI relies so heavily on a game’s data structures, it’s Evans expects to release a working game in two or three years.
Another attempt at good AI on a large scale is being piodifficult to create efficient middleware in the absence of wellneered by Majorem Ltd. (Midreshet Sde Boker, Israel).
established standards for those structures in the industry.”
AI.implant is an AI middleware product sold by BioGraphic Majorem is developing an Internet-based massively multiTechnologies (Montreal). Its president, Paul Kruszewki, acknowl- player strategy game called Ballerium. Strategy games, which
edges that his software cannot be used in every type of game. “For operate in real time (as opposed to a game in which the comexample, sports games are extremely specific, there’s so many puter and player take turns, such as Civilization III), are the
hacks” needed to reproduce all the rules of the particular sport, most computationally demanding of all AI-based games.
he said, noting that because AI.implant is centered on controlling While most multiplayer online games use the connected playrelatively sophisticated individual agents, it’s also not suited for ers’ client software just to render graphics and transmit comreal-time strategy games in which many simple, identical units mands, Ballerium’s ambition is to harness the power of the
must be managed. “But we are excellent at things like racing computers of logged-in players. Difficult problems, such as
games or action/adventure games,” says Kruszewki.
periodically evaluating a tactical position, will be farmed out to
Although initially targeted at game developers, Kruszewki client computers in a novel example of distributed computing.
adds, AI.implant is finding applications outside games. Two
But finally, the value of all game AI technologies is measured
large studios in California have recently signed on to use the soft- against one simple standard. “Players want to feel like they were
ware to generate special effects, such as large crowd scenes in almost beat and then triumphed,” says Rabin. “Players don’t realmovies. “The film people want intelligent extras,” he explained. ly care about AI itself, only about whether a game is any fun.”
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Zarozinski is the founder of Louder Than A Bomb! Software (Gardner, Mass.), which sells a relatively new product—
AI middleware. Ideally, AI middleware would provide game
developers with a ready-made AI that they could easily customize and drop into their game to control agents. Middleware
like Zarozinski’s Spark! software may become a vital tool in
managing the complexities of creating modern games.
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